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SOCIAL
INTERCOURSE
Truth Is Like A Slippery Fish 
Exhibition
Reception Monday, 23 October at 7pm
Runs 13 October–25 November
SNAP Gallery, 10309-97 Street

Great philosophers in human history, such as 
Aristotle, Kant and The Game have debated the 
subject of truth. With her impressive artistic abilities 
and salmon-fl avoured similes, Lynne Allen weighs in 
on truth with her gallery on Native American cultural 
heritage, dealing with identity and misunderstand-
ing in a way that any thinker or rapper from Compton 
could appreciate.

The Frog Prince
By Garner Butler and Jeff Unger
Runs 19–29 October at 7pm weeknights, 2 pm 
weekends
La Cite Francophone, 8627–91 Street
$12 for Students

In the original Grimm Brother fairy tale, the princess 
doesn’t actually kiss the frog to turn him into a prince; 
instead, she throws him against a wall in a rage. The 
musical version that the Alberta Opera is perform-
ing likely won’t include this violent aristocratic out-
burst, as it’s aimed at kids and has been written with 
a comedic twist. However, strong opponents of cen-
sorship take offence and protest this unjust warping 
of original material for the simple amusement of 
small children.

The Cat Empire
With Hayley Sales
Friday, 20 October at 8pm
Starlite Room, 18+ Show
$20 advance at ticketmaster.ca, Megatunes, 
Blackbyrd and Listen.

It’s highly probable that if the Earth ever exploded, an 
intelligent civilization of felines would rise up as the 
sole survivors, since their feet are the only things that 
could land on the shredded fragments of our planet. 
Indeed, no surviving fl ower garden would be safe. 
Unlike their emotionless ancestors, the spirited Felis 
superiora will develop a unique sound, melding Latin 
jazz, ska and rock, an energetic musical experience 
that doesn’t  require opposable thumbs to enjoy.

 
Under Uganda Skies
Fundraiser/Charity Event
Saturday, 21 October at 5:30pm
Holiday Inn, 4520–76th Ave
$30/Group at Earth’s General Store (Whyte)

Sponsored by the U of A’s Faculty of Nursing and 
CTV, this charitable gala is being put on by The 
Child is Innocent Foundation, a non-profi t group that 
provides quality education to children in Northern 
Uganda.  The event will feature door prizes, silent and 
live auctions, African entertainment and artwork, as 
well as a speech by Dr Fred Oola from Uganda.

Pretty Girls Make Graves
With Night Canopy and Moon Rats
Wednesday, 25 October at 8pm
Starlite Room, 18+ show
$8 at door

Pretty girls making graves is every undertaker’s 
dream: hot Victoria Secret models cavorting around 
the graveyard on foggy nights, bending over just a 
little too far to dig a hole in the earth with her shovel. 
Although that ‘s incredibly appealing, what’s more 
thrilling is that Pretty Girls Make Graves hits the 
Starlite Room Wednesday, bringing their style of  
punk to the living, sexy masses.  

JONN KMECH
I just want to get to know you

Elected as world’s busiest 
musical touring caravan
The Elected
With Margot, and the Nuclear So and So’s
Friday, 20 October at 8pm
The Powerplant

RYAN HEISE
Arts & Entertainment Staff

To call The Elected front man Blake Sennett busy 
is a bit of an understatement.

As a member of both Rilo Kiley and The 
Elected, Sennett is accustomed to balancing his 
time between different projects. The two LA-
based bands consist of members that are almost 
constantly working on multiple enterprises—a 
fact that Sennett admits can be demanding.

“Right now, we’re trying to get the van fi xed 
up so we can go on tour,” Sennett says of his 
latest project, one that leaves him sounding a 
bit rushed as he answers his phone. But after a 
few minutes of discussing payment options for 
the repairs with his colleague in Los Angeles, 
he comes down from being a businessman and 
back to the world of a musician—one he’s all too 
familiar with.

“We’ve been recording an album with Kiley 
and trying to rehearse for this Elected tour, and 
it’s been kind of diffi cult,” Sennett concedes. 

With The Elected’s members taking on so 
many extracurricular activities, it’s easy to give 
them the label of a super group, but Sennett is 
quick to dispel this notion. 

“God no, not really at all,” he says. “I think it’s 
just some friends making some music.”

The Elected—a band started by Sennett and 
Rilo Kiley drummer Jason Boesel—released 
their second album Sun, Sun, Sun in January of 
this year, and have been touring almost non-stop 
ever since.

The band’s most recent North American 
exploits saw them wandering the US with 
Toronto-based Stars, as well as opening a few 

shows here in Canada with Metric. They were 
pleased to share stages and audiences with both 
of these bands, but as Sennett recalls, Rilo Kiley’s 
experience was a bit more eventful when they 
had to open for Coldplay during a 2005 US tour.

“[The Elected] is a band that’s accustomed 
to seeing really passionate, awesome fans every 
night who really care about you and really care 
about your music,” Sennett says. “In terms of 
opening for a band like Coldplay, you’re going to 
see mostly apathetic people, so it wasn’t the best 
experience. It’s probably not something we’d do 
again anytime soon.”

Rilo Kiley may get to tour with Coldplay, and 
The Elected might have to get by, for now, with 
smaller shows, but the two contrasting projects 
allow Sennett to reiterate where the priorities of 
his busy life lie. 

“[The Elected] is a side project and was 
intended to be and continues to be,” Sennett 
says. “It’s impossible to put your energy into 

both bands. There’s just not enough time in the 
day or in your life to have two bands that you 
can devote equal time to. But in my heart, and 
in terms of the music, it doesn’t feel to me like a 
side project.”

Ultimately, though, the biggest difference 
between his two bands is where Sennett places 
himself in each. As a co-founder of Rilo Kiley, 
his role in the band is mainly that of a musician, 
but fronting The Elected with his own songs 
poses it’s own set of challenges.

“If you’re not feeling well, you’ve got to step 
up and you can’t really ever take a night off,” 
Sennet says of The Elected. “As a guitar player 
you can zone out a little bit more, but as a singer 
you’ve got to always be present. I think there’s a 
lot more pressure. They’re your songs, so if they 
suck, it’s on you.”

But suck they don’t. With an eclectic sound 
that ranges from folk-and-blues-inspired harmo-
nies to fast guitar solos accompanied by preva-
lent horn sections and melodic piano runs, The 
Elected’s music is often as busy as Sennett him-
self.

However, their musical complexity doesn’t 
deter the band from performing its songs in a 
live setting. While they’re used to putting pres-
sure on themselves to be as true to their albums 
as possible, they’ve now realized that the songs 
stand on their own, even with the most minimal 
instrumentation.

“If it’s a choice between seeing David Bowie 
play ‘Life on Mars’ with the whole orchestra or 
just an acoustic guitar or piano and his voice, I 
think I would come away with a similar expe-
rience,” Sennett says. “It’s okay to not to sound 
like the record, and I think I’m starting to realize 
that.”

The Elected’s Blake Sennett talks about his musical double life, leading a band and David Bowie

“[The Elected] is a side project 
and was intended to be and 
continues to be. It’s impossible 
to put your energy into both 
bands. There’s just not enough 
time in the day or in your life 
to have two bands that you can 
devote equal time to. But in 
my heart, and in terms of the 
music, it doesn’t feel to me like 
a side project..”

BLAKE SENNETT


